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A WORD FROM THE CHAIR
2013 has been both a challenging
and a successful year for ASSET.
The problems in the schools across
the country – the poor attendance,
unreliable teaching, unstable curricu
lum and inadequate resources dis
cussed in ASSET’s annual report for
2012 – have persisted. Against this
background, ASSET embarked on a
strategy to boost the quality of our
own interventions. As a first step to
deepen our thinking about teaching
and learning, we established an advi
sory committee for the Learner Development Programme (LDP) and forged
links with the University of Cape Town’s Schools Development Unit.
In the belief that students would benefit significantly from earlier contact
with the LDP, ASSET worked with our partner schools to develop a programme
for grade 8 and 9 students. We were extremely fortunate to raise sufficient
funds for this pilot programme to commence early in 2014. These students
now enjoy curriculum support for five years of high school. It is our hope that
we will secure funding to take the programme beyond the pilot phase. These
developments mark a deepening of ASSET’s work and a demonstration of our
commitment to quality. We are hopeful that, in time, an improvement in the
standard of matric results will demonstrate their value.
Despite the austere funding climate, ASSET’s Bursary Department contin
ues to provide an efficient and muchneeded service. The ‘front office’ of the
George Ellis building at 5 Long Street Mowbray administers the Bursary funds
with great efficiency. Experienced staff ensure that the most disadvantaged
and deserving applicants are selected for support and take care in pairing
the needs of students with the priorities of donors. It is our hope that more
organisations and firms will entrust their funds to ASSET for administration.
ASSET’s drive to improve the quality of its service delivery is due principally
to our commitment to excellence and our valuing of community. It is also due
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to our emphasis on cooperation across the broader ASSET family of donors,
partner schools, voluntary committee members and the excellent staff team
ably led by Robbie GowKleinschmidt.
On behalf of the ASSET Board, I extend my grateful thanks to all who have
made our work so pleasurable and worthwhile over the past year. In particular,
I would like to thank James McGregor for his considerable contribution to
keeping ASSET’s finances in good shape over the past twelve years. And
I extend a warm welcome to Thando Gobe, the new chair of the ASSET
Finance Committee. I look forward to another dynamic ASSET year.
Anne Mager (Professor)
Chair of the ASSET Board
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The LEARNER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME
ASSET’s Vision is to afford students from disadvantaged communities, the
opportunity to enjoy equal access to higher education and the world of work. It is
through this vision that the Learner Development Programme (LDP) aims to
assist disadvantaged grade 10, 11 and 12 learners from township schools to
achieve quality passes that enable them to enter higher education.

PROGRAMME DESCRIPTION

The overall objectives of the LDP are
 to provide content, study skills and improve learner performance in English,
Mathematics, Physical and Life Sciences, Accounting and Economics;
 to develop life skills including the ability to identify appropriate career
paths;
 to improve the employability and life chances of learners; and
 to ensure the longterm sustainability and impact of these efforts by working
with the WCED District Offices.

Outcomes and Indicators

The programme seeks to achieve consistent attendance rates, improved
subject knowledge, a high pass rate of learners in grade 12, and a high pass
rate of learners achieving Bachelor passes for entrance to tertiary institutions.
The following indicators are used to measure success:
 Regular attendance rates during the year: learners who attend on a regular
basis do far better than those who do not.
 Tutors’ performance during class visits is of a high standard and shows
ability to integrate content with skills.
 Materials produced and distributed to learners are relevant, meet high
standards and are of consistent quality.
 Learners work effectively and show responsibility for organising and
managing themselves.
 Learners explore education and career opportunities.
 Higher number of matric Bachelor passes.

LDP learners attend career guidance sessions during the
year.
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ACHIEVEMENTS IN 2013

The grade 12 LDP results for 2013 indicate an increase in the number of
learners writing matric, an increase in the number of learners passing, and an
increase in the number of Bachelor passes.

SuMMARy OF LDP RESuLTS FROM OuR FIVE SCHOOLS
1. Bloekombos High School Centre

LDP
Total Number of Candidates

867

Number of passes

701 (80,5%)

Number of Bachelor passes

253

Number of Diploma passes

295

Number of Higher Certificate
passes

153

A total of 311 grade 12 learners from Bloekombos High School attended the
LDP. Of these, 221 passed their National Senior Certificate Examinations:
 72 of these were Bachelor passes which qualify the learner to complete a
degree course at university.
 89 were Diploma passes.
 60 were Higher Certificate passes.
 Collectively the school obtained a total of 33 subject distinctions.
There was an increase of 85 learners doing grade 12. The number of Bachelor
passes increased from 48 to 72.
Bloekombos High School obtained a Western Cape Education Department
award:
 Placed sixth out of 10 schools for ‘the greatest improvement in the numbers
that passed over the period 2011–2013’.

Sinenjongo High School (Joe Slovo Camp in Milnerton)

A total of 91 learners from Sinenjongo attended the Bloekombos Centre. Of
these, 85 (93%) passed:
 30 obtained Bachelor passes.
 39 obtained Diploma passes.
 16 obtained Higher Certificate passes.

2. Masibambane Secondary School

Masibambane’s overall pass rate was 91,2% with 166 Centre learners passing
out of a total of 182:
 64 Bachelor passes.
 71 Diploma passes.
 31 Higher Certificate passes.
 Collectively the school obtained 21 subject distinctions.
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Sinenjongo High School learners are bussed to the
Bloekombos Centre to attend LDP Saturday classes.

3. Masiphumelele High School Centre

The grade 12 overall pass rate increased from 59% in 2012 to 71,6% in 2013.
This is a big improvement but of concern is the decrease in the number of
learners who wrote matric – 188 to 155:
 37 Bachelor passes.
 43 Diploma passes.
 31 Higher Certificate passes.
 The school obtained one subject distinction.

Ocean View High School

One hundred and twentyeight grade 12 learners attended the Masiphumelele
Centre. 118 passed (92,2%). This included:
 50 Bachelor passes (an increase of 31 compared to 2012).
 53 Diploma passes.
 15 Higher Certificate passes.

Learners at Saturday School classes are encouraged to
work together.

Fisantekraal and Wallacedene are the latest additions to our LDP, hence their
grade 12 results will be reported on for the first time from 2014.

There are two educations. One should teach us how to make a living, and the other how to live.
— John Adams
As an ASSET tutor for the past five years, it has been
most encouraging to note that the mission of ASSET has
been precisely in accordance with John Adams’ thought
provoking quotation above: providing opportunities for
students from disadvantaged communities to realise
their full potential, thereby equipping them to fit into
the economic sector to make a living, and instilling in
its recipients lifelong skills and values to build character.
Personally, tutoring for ASSET has been a most ful
filling and rewarding experience – it has offered me
the opportunity of serving our Creator by serving our
children, and I really love what I do, and with whom I
interact and work. At this juncture, it would be most
appropriate to acknowledge the support, encouragement

and tireless efforts of ASSET’s
management and admin staff.
I would also like to commend
the various donors and patrons,
in particular, and the Board
of Directors for recognising
a most worthy and deserving
cause, and for ploughing into
this exceptionally benevolent
venture, thereby tapping into
the greatest wealth of our nation. Thank you for helping
us to be part of a dream to change lives.
Suren Dilraj
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LOOkING AHEAD TO 2014 …
1. Mathematical Literacy

In consultation with partner schools, ASSET has decided not to offer this
subject on the LDP as schools are able to address challenges in this learning
area themselves. Our focus will be on schools increasing the number of pure
mathematics learners who have potential to do this subject.

2. Expansion of LDP to include grade 10

ASSET has introduced grade 10 to the programme in order to support learners
over the full duration of the Further Education and Training (FET) band. This
will ensure that a greater impact can be made in the quality of the grade 12
results, particularly in addressing the major challenge of poor numeracy and
literacy skills affecting many learners in township schools.

3. Introduction of a grade 8 and 9 Pilot Mathematics and
Science Programme (2014–2015)

One of our longstanding donors, the Vine Educational Trust, has made it
possible for ASSET to administer a grade 8 and 9 Maths/Science programme
in our two focus schools, Bloekombos High School and Masibambane
Secondary School. The programme involves Saturday School for the top 100
grade 8 and 9 learners in each of the two schools. The main objective is to
stimulate and excite learners in these two subjects so that they will choose
them at the end of grade 9 before they select their subject streams for grades
10–12. Running parallel to this learnerfocussed programme is a Teacher
Development Programme where the Mathematics and Science Teachers of
our schools are offered short courses (based on their needs), administered by
the School Development Unit (SDU) of UCT over the next two years as well.

LDP Registration for 2014

A total of 2 200 grade 10, 11 and 12 learners registered for 2014. In addition
400 grade 8 and 9 learners are also registered.
Learners will receive 34 sessions during the year, taught by 44 wellqualified
tutors. Our Annual Winter School (all grades) and Spring Schools (grade
12 only) will take place during the July and October vacations respectively.
Our grade 11 learners will participate in a Job Shadow programme during the
October vacation. The grade 9 learners will attend a fourday Math & Science
Camp at the Cape Town Science Centre during the July vacation. This camp
will be facilitated by the Science Centre and Living Maths.
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Anelisa Dyonase, one of our past bursars, now teaches in
the Northern Cape. He addressed learners at our Winter
School. He has a degree in Bsc Maths & Statistical Science.

Career Guidance

This intervention is spread across the year and is based on the specific needs
of each school. ASSET ensures that the learners are able to make informed
choices or have a clearer picture in terms of their study paths after grade 12.

Partnerships

ASSET believes that in order for any intervention to work successfully, all
stakeholders need to be consulted on a regular basis. Thus, we conduct
planning meetings with the schools’ subject teachers, and also have regular
meetings with principals, the parents of the communities in which we work,
and the relevant Education District officials of the Western Cape Education
Department.

Absa is investing R500 000 to the benefit of learners in
ASSET’s Learner Development Programme.
Karen Barry, Regional Executive of Absa in the Western
Cape, says: ‘Absa is providing opportunities for students
from disadvantaged communities to realise their
educational potential so that they are able to meet the
challenges of life and make a positive contribution to
society. The programme supports youth from various
parts of the City of Cape Town, helping them to develop
and achieve their educational ambitions.’

Participating Schools

 Bloekombos Centre: Bloekombos and Sinenjongo High Schools.
 Masibambane Centre: Masibambane, Wallacedene and Fisantekraal High
Schools.

CONCLuSION

We are very encouraged by the improvement in the quality of the results of
our partner schools but do believe that a great deal of work still lies ahead to
ensure that every learner is “connected to an opportunity” that will give him/
her a better future. We are grateful to our many donors who are making this
vision possible.

Karen Barry of ABSA, Raj Naidoo, Makhosini Maci and
Robbie Gow-Kleinschmidt at the handing-over ceremony.
Inset: Andy de la Mare: ABSA CSI & Government
Relations (Eastern Cape, KZN & Western Cape) has been
instrumental in guiding our application for funding.

Robbie Gow-Kleinschmidt
Executive Director: February 2014

Siyasanga Mbuku (Grade 12, Masibambane High School)
Our late father of the nation, Mr Nelson Mandela, once
said: “Education is the most powerful weapon to bring
change and the key to success.”
But these words never spoke to me until recently
when I and my fellow student, Paul Munengami, rubbed
shoulders with successful people and potential leaders of
the country in years to come. This was at the Provincial
Essay Writing Competition for Economics hosted by the
Western Cape Provincial Treasury where we were selected
as finalists out of many learners in the Province.

It was with the help of the incredible Saturday
classes offered by ASSET that we attained a deeper
understanding of Economics, that worked as a tool
towards us participating in the phenomenal occasion,
and we together with the Masibambane Family can never
thank ASSET enough.
We hope they find the strength within to continue
helping many like us to achieve greatness.
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LDP Donors 2013

Amount (R)

Abe Bailey Trust
Anonymous 1
Anonymous 2
Nedbank Private Wealth Educational
Foundation
Champion Trust Hilary and Dorothy
Claude Leon Foundation
DG Murray Trust
Douglas Jooste Trust
Eglin Colin (D Wilson 90th birthday)
HCI Foundation
Hanna Paper Fibres
Harding Thelma
McGregor J Mr
Mort Jonathan
My School Programme
Page Anne
Robin Hamilton Trust
Sol Plaatje Educational Project
South Africa Foundation (SPZA)
Vine Charitable Trust
Weiss Educational Trust
Total LDP

420 820.00
250 000.00
45 000.00

350 000.00
91 850.00
250 000.00
250 000.00
45 000.00
10 000.00
50 000.00
59 760.00
1 751.89
5 000.00
11 500.00
100.84
42 000.00
100 000.00
150 622.64
190 800.00
375 000.00
100 000.00

2 799 205.37

Cape Times, 08 March 2013
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OuR PRINCIPALS COMMENT
BLOEkOMBOS SECONDARy SCHOOL

Bloekombos Secondary is a Quintile 1 school in Metro North Education
District. It is a ‘no fee’ school as it is situated in an impoverished community
where the majority of its parents are seasonal workers from surrounding farms.
We started working with ASSET in 2008. ASSET has highly gifted,
enthusiastic teachers presenting exciting lessons on Saturdays and during
holidays. They even provide learners with lunch packs during all their sessions.
Learners get exposure to opportunities at career exhibitions and through job
shadowing with the help of ASSET which funds their travelling.
ASSET also provides training workshops with university facilitators to
capacitate teachers.
We are excited now that ASSET has included all the grades i.e. 8–12. One
hundred learners each from Grade 8 and 9 classes attend Science and Maths
enrichment programmes and Grades 10–12 has full tuition.
We want to extend our gratitude and appreciation for the continued support
given to our school. There is good fruit for the money you invest to our school!
Mr Makhosini Maci

Makhatshane Tunce (gr8), Tunce Nizole (gr8), Jobela Sihle
(gr8), Mdlokovana Mihle (gr10), Gcasamba Olwethu
(gr10), Mahlati Seneziwe (gr12) with Mr Maci

SINENJONGO HIGH SCHOOL

I think ASSET has once again done an amazing job for
Sinenjongo learners. ASSET’s contribution to our 93.4%
pass rate did not go unnoticed. Thank you for making
a huge effort to organise educational programmes and
made them available to Sinenjongo learners.
It warms my heart as a principal to know that what
you have done over the past three years has made such
an impact on the lives of our learners. It will always be
one of the highlights of my eighteen years in the education system to get above
90% for three years and it’s all because of ASSET’s contribution.
Thank you once more for the support and difference you have made to
Sinenjongo learners and the community at large.
Mrs KF Nopote
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MASIBAMBANE SECONDARy SCHOOL

Nothing echoes the massive impact that the ASSET LDP has had and
continues to have at Masibambane Secondary School, more than the words
spoken by the Programme Director at the Nedbank/WCED/Provincial
Treasury Awards Evening held on 15 March this year.
He said: ‘Minister (addressing the MEC of Education in the Western Cape),
I live in Brackenfell and I support the car wash in the neighbouring black
township of Bloekombos as they are cheap and I like to support emerging
entrepreneurs. This past Saturday, at around 13h30 I was at the car wash,
waiting for my car to be washed when I saw wave upon wave of learners
streaming out of Masibambane Secondary School. I asked a group of learners
why they were at school on a Saturday and they said that they were attending
Saturday classes. They said that they attend Saturday classes almost every
Saturday.’
It is a given that for sustainable school improvement, besides offering learners
support, the school’s educators need to be developed as well, especially since
most educators have content knowledge but lack the skills to pass it on in a
learnerfriendly manner which is usually developed over time. ASSET offers
our educators’ development in the teaching of Maths and Science.
The VINE Maths and Science Programme for grades 8 and 9 introduced
for the first time by ASSET has instilled in learners a passion for Maths and
Science. The attendance figures speak for themselves, between 95 to 100
percent attendance. It is amazing. This is the magic that could transform black
township schools all over South Africa.
The ASSET Programme to a great extent compensates for the shortcomings
experienced by disadvantaged communities and goes a long way towards
instilling self belief and confidence. It is only when one has confidence that
one sets high standards for oneself; one will only achieve according to the
standards one sets for oneself.
My belief is that there should be an ‘ASSET’ in every township school in
South Africa as it negates to a large extent the challenges of language barriers
and lack of funds for extra classes.
Raj Naidoo
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LDP tutors attending a workshop.

Raj Naidoo addresses Saturday School learners at his
school.

WALLACEDENE SECONDARy SCHOOL

In 2012, our grade 11 learners became part of ASSET. They attended classes
at Masibambane Secondary and Bloekombos Secondary in 2012 and 2013
respectively. We would like to thank the principals from these two high
schools, Mr Maci and Mr Naidoo, for their willingness to assist us, in letting
our learners attend ASSET classes at their schools.
They supported us throughout 2012 and 2013, as our grade 11s became
our first grade 12s. Through the willingness and the sterling work done by the
ASSET, we achieved the wellnigh impossible, a 66.3% pass rate in our first
grade 12 year.
We acknowledge that ASSET was instrumental in this achievement and a
driving force in this change.
We would like to extend our gratitude to ASSET for their contribution
towards our success. We say a heartfelt thank you for the change you have
wrought at our school and the community of Wallacedene as a whole.
Ms PN Mcako

FISANTEkRAAL HIGH SCHOOL

As a new partner, since 2013 we have gained tremendously in our partnership
with ASSET. In June 2012 the pass rate at our school was 16% for our grade
10 learners. Through the strong partnership with ASSET the school improved
in grade 11 in 2013 to 90%. The weekly classes taught at Masibambane
Secondary School have improved the quality of our passes. We are proud to
say that we also have our grade 11 and 12 learners together at ASSET’s LDP
this year. This means more than 100 learners from our school are being taught
every Saturday. We are hoping that in the future we might open a centre at
Fisantekraal as this is also a fast expanding area.
Thank you for your hard work and dedication to educating all our learners
in South Africa.
Leopold Vries
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SuPPORTERS OF ASSET …
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THE BuRSARy PROGRAMME
The ASSET Bursary Programme is now in its 41st year. Due to ongoing
generous support from our loyal donors, ASSET is able to offer bursaries to
over 400 students annually, from disadvantaged communities in the Western
Cape, to pursue their studies at higher education institutions.

FuNDING FOR 2013

In addition to our own fund, the ASSET Educational Trust, ASSET
administers funds on behalf of a growing number of donors. The following
Trusts and Funds supported students in 2013:

Fund

Amount (R)

Abe Bailey Book Grant
81 591.65
Abe Bailey Trust
1 410 860.00
Asset Educational Trust
550 000.00
Cape Times Bursary Fund
433 925.00
Corder Prof Hugh
1 500.00
DG Murray Trust
1 300 000.00
Francis Stripp Scholarship
152 502.82
Frank Robb Charitable Trust
110 000.00
Global Bridges (formerly Atlantik Brücke e.V.)
238 139.95
Leslie Hill Higher Ed Trust
900 450.00
Lily Ashton Educational Trust (via Nedbank Private Wealth) 479 037.21
Lynette Croudace Charitable Trust (via Community Chest)
7 500.00
Mqayi Lihle
1 000.00
Rose Foundation
327 540.41
Sidindi Luzuko
400.00
Siswana Odwa
1 200.00
South Africa Foundation (SPZA)
63 338.00
StatPro South Africa (Pty) Ltd
312 880.00
Weiss Educational Trust
523 702.52
Total Bursary Funds
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6 895 567.56

ASSET bursars supported by STATPRO SA, one of our
donors, on an outing to Hout Bay in June 2013. From left
back row: Robin Brown, STATPRO SA Director: Operations
& Finance; Nicole Tobias, Zikhona Xuba, Paul Mapei; Mark
Zandt: CEO STATPRO SA Middle: Charné Toerien, Chanté
Spannenberg; Unathi Mzinzili ; Lwandile Mapuza
In front: Abongile Sijora

ExAMINATION RESuLTS OF THE 2013 BuRSARS

The 419 students supported by the Bursary Programme in 2013 exceeded the
standard set in 2012, achieving 85,2% pass rate in the final examinations in
2013. Of the total, 58 completed their courses, 299 were promoted to the
following year of study and 62 failed.

Bursar Results 2013
Completed

18

Cape Peninsula
University of Technology
40

Promoted

126

173

299

Failed

26

36

62

TOTAL

170

249

419

University

TOTAL
58

Asanda Payi, a member of the ASSET Alumni, making a
point at the Alumni AGM in 2013.

NSFAS PARTNERSHIP

Our partnership with the National Student Financial Aid Scheme is now in its
17th year. This partnership ensures that the Programme is able to supplement
the ASSET bursary award with a loan so that bursars are able to meet all their
needs and focus their attention on their studies.

GRADuATES

The 58 bursars who completed their courses at the end of 2013 studied in
wide range of fields:
Degrees
B Com Law
B Com Accounting

No.
1
1

Degrees
B Tech Office Management & Technology
B Tech HR Management

No.
3
5

National Diplomas
Environmental Management
Maths Technology

No.
1
1

B Com Economics

1

B Tech Information Technology

1

Public Management

1

B Sc Medical Bioscience

1

B Tech Management

2

Cost & Management

1

B Sc Occupational Therapy

1

B Tech Chemical Engineering

1

Consumer Science

2

B Sc Biotechnology
B Sc Environment & Water
B Sc Mechanical Engineering

3
3
1

B Education FET
B Tech Internal Auditing
B Tech Environmental Health

3
2
1

Information Technology
Chemical Engineering
Clothing Management

1
2
1

B Sc Physical Science

1

B Tech Management & Entrepreneurship

1

Tourism Management

1

B Sc Physiotherapy

1

B Education I&S

1

Environmental Health

3

B Sc Biodiversity & Ecology

1

B Tech Taxation

2

Biomedical Technology

1

B Business Science

1

B Tech Cost & Management

1

BA

1

B Tech Financial Inf. Systems

1

LLB

1

B Tech Quality

1
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Our Bursars tell their stories
Thando Sikiti

I attended extra lessons given by the then SA Institute of Race Relations
NGO (now ASSET). These lessons took place every Saturday morning and
classes were offered during the Winter holidays as well; I exploited every
opportunity given to us.
The programme had topoftherange teachers who tutored us in subject
areas where we as scholars struggled. The tutors were very passionate about
education, cared for us, went the extra mile to make the subject content very
clear. These tutors provided a service very different from the usual Monday
toFriday ways of teaching. They ensured that we were all excited about our
education.
Some of us pursued careers in education as we wanted to be like them
when we grew up. I went to various universities to train as a teacher. I have
worked as an Economics teacher and HOD (Commerce); currently I am
Subject Advisor in Economics in the WCED, an LDP Economics tutor (since
the year 2000), and also a parttime lecturer in Economics Methods (PGCE
Programme) at UCT and CPUT.
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Abongile Sijora

Enoch Nomnga, Thando Sikiti, Tandeka Ndiki, and Alex
Marshall

I am from Khayelitsha, a location that is plagued with many social ills, some
of which include alcohol and drug abuse, teenage pregnancy and gangsterism.
My family is not comprised of professionals; however, a willingness to learn
and develop one’s self is something that exists amongst many in the family. I
began studying at CPUT in 2010 and have been a bursary holder since then. I
was excited to learn of the Financial Information Systems (FIS) course offered
at CPUT, as it allows students to learn both Accounting and Computers.
The financial assistance that you have provided has allowed me to
concentrate more of my time on studying. Not only have you provided the
necessary funding, you have also guided and steered me in the right direction.
It is with great joy that I share with you that I have been accepted for a
Graduate Trainee Programme at a local company.

Dumisani Sotshantsha

While a learner I was involved in ASSET’s LDP. In 2009 I studied for a National
Diploma in Office Management and Technology at CPUT as an ASSET
bursar. In 2012 I started working in the Schools Development Unit at UCT. In
the same year I established an organisation (Education Development Project)
with CPUT students who studied OMT. In 2013, EDP started teaching Grade
9–11 learners computer literacy after school and on Saturdays. EDP continues
with a new group of learners at Masibambane in 2014.

Ayanda Christopher Lembethe

My attendance at Saturday School [at Matthew Goniwe
High School in Site B] was motivated by my hunger to pass
grade 12 Maths and Physical Science. During this time
ASSET gave me hope.
In 2006 I started at UWC and my first semester was tough
since the environment was totally different from my high school experience.
In 2009 I completed my degree, BA Sport, Recreation and Management and
worked in the Department of Sport and Recreation in Cape Town.
In 2011 I furthered my studies in research at UWC, and was awarded a
scholarship by the International AIDS Society (IAS) to travel to Washington
DC in the USA. In 2012 I presented a research paper, coauthored with C. Ley
and J. Chiware (‘Perceptions of University Athletes engaged in Soccer, Rugby
and Netball towards People living with HIV’) at the 2012 AIDS Conference
in Washington. This paper was published in 2013.

Mrs Gubudela with EDP Director, Dumisani Sotshantsha
and Wendy Gubudela. Learners received certificates of
Computer Literacy Skills at Masibambane, Saturday,
1 March 2014.

The Golden Girls: Fezeka Qote, Asiphe yakobi and Ncebakazi
Somtsewu

These three students completed their National Diplomas in Environmental
Health in 2013 and are doing their BTech in 2014.
ASIPHE YAKOBI spoke at their graduation: On behalf of our families we would
like to thank the goose that has laid a golden egg upon our lives because we
believe that the wonderful day that we enjoyed on 12 April 2014 would never
have been possible without your holistic support. Once again we would like to
send special thanks to ROSE Foundation and ASSET for making our dreams
come true; now we feel different from others because we know that the gift
that you have given us, no one can take away from us.
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Hombakazi Tshingila

I attended Saturday classes at Bulumko High School where
I studied English, Accounting and Mathematical Literacy.
The programme helped a lot, especially with English. Since
I was from the Eastern Cape, my English was poor. We were
motivated to attend all the Saturday classes and Winter
School as one student could win a grand prize and we had a chance to tour
Cape Town. I applied for an ASSET bursary and my application was successful.
I studied at CPUT where I did my National Diploma in Office Management
and Technology. ASSET supported me financially. I tried not to fail any subject
to avoid losing my bursary – but ASSET is not like that. They even asked
students who have completed their studies or are doing their BTech to come
and motivate us. I finished my National Diploma and did my BTech in Human
Resource Development – ASSET paid all the fees as NSFAS does not support
BTech students. ASSET changed my life – if it was not for them I would not
have been able to study further.

Nkosikho Sogwagwa

I was born in Cofimvaba in the Eastern Cape; in 2000 I
moved to Malmesbury. Mr Phumzile Nkuzo, the principal,
proposed that we attend the LDP. The programme was
extremely helpful as I started to understand my work better,
and my first quarter and June marks improved. This made
me decide to attend the Winter School, the highlight of
which were the biology practicals as my school did not have
the facilities to conduct any practicals.
I also had a very exciting excursion with ASSET to visit
a potential employer for the course I wanted to do; this
encouraged me to work hard. I applied successfully for
an ASSET bursary which eased the stress I had about the
university tuition fees as I knew my family could not afford
them.
In 2008 I completed a diploma in Biomedical Technology.
In the following year I worked as an intern medical
technologist for National Health Laboratory Service
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(Tygerberg Hospital) in preparation
for the medical technology board
examination with the Health
Professional
Council.
During
that time (2009) I completed the
Bachelor’s degree in Biomedical
Technology.
After
qualifying
in 2010 I worked as a medical
technologist at National Health
Laboratory Services (Somerset
Hospital).
I always wanted to work in the research field: currently I
work as a junior lecturer in the Medical Laboratory Sciences
department at CPUT where I teach a haematology module
at second year level. I am in the process of completing my
Masters in biomedical technology with CPUT.
If it was not for the LDP and the bursary from ASSET I
would not be where I am today.

Muneebah Solomon

The first few months were incredibly tough, largely due to the fact that I put a
great deal of pressure on myself, as it was my final year. I had such tremendous
expectations of myself – expectations that I could never live up to. I hadn’t
really enjoyed my first 6week clinical block seeing outpatients at Groote
Schuur Hospital and had a particularly difficult clinical exam at the end of
that block. My next 6week block was in Trauma High Care and ICU which
I absolutely hated. I had no confidence in myself or in my abilities and had
convinced myself that physiotherapy was not for me.
After a relaxing June vacation I came back to a really lovely clinical block
at a school in Bonteheuwel which I thoroughly enjoyed. I went on to work at
Conradie, a rehabilitation facility for patients with a variety of orthopaedic
and neurological conditions.
Those last two clinical blocks helped me to find the parts of physiotherapy
that I love and I’m so so happy that I did. It’s safe to say that I love my job now
and I love the fact that I can be a source of hope for others – a candle in the
darkness for those who need the light most, just as you have been mine over
the past four years. I thank Weiss Trust and ASSET so much for giving me the
opportunity to change lives every single day, just as you have changed mine.
My biggest dream is still to open my own NGO, a rehabilitation facility for
neurological patients or a women’s health centre and haven. Hopefully one
day I’ll be writing you a letter telling you about that!

Nkosithandile Shologu

My relationship with ASSET started in 2007 when I attended
the LDP. I did my matric in 2008 and I was still in the LDP.
After completing my matric I received a bursary from ASSET
to study for BSc in Mathematics and Statistical Science at
the University of the Western Cape. The bursary covered
registration and tuition for three years. The bursary helped me
to fulfil my dreams of being the first person in my family to attend university.
Being so grateful for the support that I received from ASSET, I decided
to dedicate my life to helping other people by teaching Mathematics to high
school pupils. I started teaching in 2012 in Botshabelo (a township near
Bloemfontein). I then decided to come back to teach in Cape Town and I was
fortunate to get a post at an ASSET partner school: Masibambane Secondary
School. I am currently teaching grade 8 and 9 Mathematics, and am part of
the grade 8 and 9 Teacher Development Programme (attending UCT’s short
courses presented by the Schools Development Unit).
Today I am a better person and I thank ASSET and their donor, the Cape
Times Bursary Fund.
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Zandile Ngxumza

Although born in Cape Town, I grew up in the rural areas of Tsolo, a few
kilometres outside Mthatha. I stayed with my grandmother until I started
primary school, when I moved back to Cape Town to live with my parents
and three siblings in what was then known as ‘hostels’. For the past 15 years
that hostel has been the only home I have known. We shared one room to
cook, rest and study.
I wanted to study Information Technology or Computer Science because of
the IT expo and knowledge of Information Technology we were exposed to in
high school but I struggled to decide.
In 2012 I enrolled for my first year in Information Technology at CPUT, a
year of identity discovery and hardship but I refused to be measured by where
I come from, or the kind of job my parents had. I wanted to make my own
individual mark. ASSET saw potential in me and sponsored my fees for the
year.
Being a young black woman in a male dominated field is challenging. I am
a programmer in the making I am proud to say, but it is a constant battle to
prove to myself that I can do it.
I am grateful to all the people who selflessly gave with passion to allow me
to mould my life in the direction I have always dreamt of. Every day I aim to
learn and achieve greater things.

Bronwyn Lauren Janse

I was lucky to be introduced to the ASSET Programme by a classmate in
matric back in 2009. We often take for granted the doors that education can
open for us. We then accept our fate as individuals coming from not only a
disadvantaged area but family as well. I am the first graduate from my mother’s
side of the family. We start to blame our parents for bringing us into a poor
family. It was not easy because my mom’s family were quite old school. They
would say things like, ‘Many people are studying, yet they cannot find jobs.’
Let me tell you, don’t allow people to get to you when they say this.
I learned that not only can I achieve anything I set my mind to but positive
thoughts attract positive people. I have worked with inspiring individuals;
over the years I have not only met an incredible group of people whom I am
privileged to have within my network, but I have met friends who lifted me
up when needed most.
My mother raised me on her own. I can proudly say that she did a very good
job – I am now happily working for a South African manufacturer as a junior
marketer.
This is not the end though: I have many other dreams and I intend to reach
each and every one of them!
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THE ALuMNI REPORT
This was a very challenging year for the Alumni interim executive committee.
We had to take the first steps to show that we can be ‘a prominent respected
organisation whose members make a meaningful contribution to ASSET,
current students and to each other.’ Most of the interim committee’s time was
spent on crafting a Constitution, organising the Alumni AGM and reaching
out to all ASSET exbursars across the country. The AGM was successfully
held on 14 March 2013 where the Constitution was adopted and the new
Executive Committee elected. Members were required to register as legitimate
members of the Alumni in order to participate in the nomination process.
Now, thanks to the outgoing interim executive committee, we can say we are
running our business according to our Constitution.
The Alumni’s Executive visited the three ASSET Saturday Classes’ Centres,
two in Kraaifontein and one in Fish Hoek. The message to learners was
‘impumelelo isentabeni’, meaning that one has to work hard to be successful
in life. The Chairperson was also the guest speaker during the orientation
of ASSET firstyear bursars where he talked to the firstyear students about
tertiary education.
For this year, the Alumni’s focus is on crafting its first threeyear strategic
plan to be realised through an annual performance plan with clear measurable
performance indicators. The main project for the year is to find as many ASSET
exbursars as possible and to create a reliable member database. ASSET has
been around for more that 20 years and has helped thousands of students who
now might be in a position to plough back into the organisation. Also, the
Executive will visit the ASSET Saturday Centres to motivate learners and will
also arrange special sessions for poorly performing bursars to assist them with
whatever problems might be affecting their academic performance.
I call on all ASSET exbursars to join us in this adventurous journey. Please
help us to fulfil our mission to strengthen the ties of goodwill and communication
between ASSET, the Alumni and students and by maintaining programmes to
serve their needs.

‘Better education for all’ is
our common goal and ‘equal
education opportunities for all’
is our slogan.

Top: The Alumni AGM was well attended by an
enthusiastic group of past bursars.
Above: Abongile Sijora and Sonwabo Maposa taking a
break at the Alumni AGM.

Xolisa Tshongolo
ASSET Alumni Chairperson
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Gwen van Wyk (Bursary administrator), Braam Adolph
who has been an ASSET tutor for the past 25 years,
Nokhaya Lapi (office cleaner) and Charnel Young
(Adminstrative assistant)

Recognition of the Learner Development and Bursary
Programmes successes comes from various quarters as
the above letter and press cutting alongside show.
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Cape Times, 06 March 2013

ASSET EDuCATIONAL TRuST
The ASSET Educational Trust (AET) is an essential source of bursary funding.
We are extremely grateful to the donors of the AET for their support and the
commitment of the Trustees.

2013 CAPITAL FuNDS HELD By THE ASSET
EDuCATIONAL TRuST
Arthur Abelsohn Fund
ASSET Educational Trust Fund
Bernard & Rita Brodie Fund
Daphne Wilson Book Fund
Esther Wides Fund
Freda Whitehead Trust Fund
George & Mary Ellis Fund
Gregoire Boonzaier Fund
Hansi Pollak Fund
James McGregor Fund
JC Leipoldt Memorial Trust Fund
JM Grieve Fund
Kurt & Joey Strauss Fund
Leo Marquard Fund
Malherbe Trust Fund
Malopo Trust Fund
Max Policansky Fund
May Hillhouse Fund
Merge Fund
Philip Schock Foundation
Susan Kooy Fund
Total

Amount (R)

15 000
175 000
339 525
22 180
50 460
31 197
523 455
124 000
184 343
31 000
225 646
80 000
50 000
5 000
50 000
100 000
182 330
755 000
15 000
129 000
818 116

AET LIST OF DONORS
JANuARy–DECEMBER 2013
Bevis A Mrs
600.00
Dosè R Mrs
5 000.00
Eskelson Will Trust
420.00
Hirsch Herbert & Shirley
375.00
Malopo Trust
50 000.00
McGregor J Mr
5 000.00
Philip Schock Foundation 15 000.00
Rathbone FP Esq
13 578.93
Spitzglass G Mrs
100.00
GH Stark Trust Fund
5 912.65
Wisdom Trust
1 046.17
Total

R97 032.75

3 906 252
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SuMMARISEDSTATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES
for the year ended 31 December 2013 (figures in Rand)
This statement does not form part of the annual financial statements and is unaudited.

REVENUE
Administration fees
Donation income
Interest received
Registration fees

EXPENSES
Admin staff salaries
Programme expenses
Office expenses
NET OPERATING SURPLUS
(DEFICIT)
CHANGE IN NET ASSETS
Net assets, beginning of the year
Net assets, end of the year
SUMMARISED BALANCE SHEET
Fixed assets
Current assets
Noncurrent liabilities
Current liabilities
NET ASSETS
Net assets represented by the following funds:
Capital fund
Learner development programme
Bursary programme
Endowment fund
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LDP

BP

2013
Endowment
Fund

–
2 799 205
68 917
403 599
3 271 721

1 022 094
–
68 917
–
1 091 011

–
–
88 614
–
88 614

1 022 094
2 799 205
226 447
403 599
4 451 346

946 322
2 882 945
120 392
405 351
4 355 009

982 213
1 805 210
232 389
3 019 811

970 917
45 406
76 879
1 093 202

–
–
–
–

1 953 130
1 850 616
309 268
4 113 013

1 794 542
1 999 654
348 443
4 142 639

88 614

338 333

212 370

338 332
1 743 284
2 081 616

212 370
1 530 914
1 743 284

472 064
6 756 945
(88 483)
(5 058 910)
2 081 616

484 085
3 880 820
(72 291)
(2 549 330)
1 743 284

440 000
1 094 318
106 247
441 052
2 081 616

440 000
842 408
108 437
352 438
1 743 284

251 910

(2 191)

2012
Total

Our Vision

BURSARY SELECTION
COMMITTEE
Mrs Thelma Harding Chair
Ms Lynn Campbell
Representatives from
University of the Western Cape
Cape Peninsula University of
Technology
University of Cape Town
University of Stellenbosch

To afford students, especially those from previously disadvantaged
communities, the opportunity to enjoy equal access to higher
education and to the world of work.

Bursary Programme

Established in 1972, this programme operated under the auspices of the Cape
Western branch of the South African Institute of Race Relations until ASSET took
it over in 2003.
Supports students at tertiary institutions. Priority is given to needy applicants
who have attended less advantaged schools in the Western Cape.

Learner Development Programme

Saturday School established in 1982
Accommodates Grades 10, 11 and 12 learners. Provides tuition in main school
subjects throughout the year.

Staff

Executive Director Robbie Gow-Kleinschmidt
Finance Manager Jenny Austin

Our Mission

To contribute towards the process of educational transformation
by providing opportunities for students from poorly resourced
communities to realise their full educational potential so that they are
able to meet the challenges of life and make a positive contribution to
society.

Bursary Programme

Bursary Administrator Gwen van Wyk
Admin Assistant Charnel Young

Learner Development Programme
Standing: Enoch Nomnga, Charnel Young, Gwen van Wyk,
Tandeka Ndiki, Nobahle Ndamane. Sitting: Nokhaya Lapi,
Robbie Gow-Kleinschmidt, Jenny Austin

Programme Coordinator Tandeka Ndiki
Assistant Coordinator Enoch Nomnga
Data Capturer Nobahle Ndamane

Directors

Prof Anne Mager Chair | Mr Robbie Gow-Kleinschmidt Executive Director
Ms Lynn Campbell | Mrs Rosemary de Waal | Prof George Ellis |
Mrs Joy Fish | Mrs Thelma Harding | Mr Jannie Isaacs |
Mr James McGregor (resigned 19-11-13)/ Thando Gobe (appointed 19-11-13)
Mr Rajan Naidoo
ASSET EDUCATIONAL TRUST
TRUSTEES
Mrs Rosemary de Waal Chair
Mr Brian Béchet
Mrs Bonita Bennett
Mr Nat Bongo
Ms Salma Ismail
Mr Derek Joubert
Mr James McGregor (resigned)
Mr Roy Ngcelwane

Patrons

Dr Marcus Balintulo | Prof Njabulo Ndebele | Prof Brian O’Connell
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